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Book 2At a young age, Summer has sacrificed herself for the sake of her family by marrying the evil

and abusive Baron Mowbray of Suffolk. A few years after birthing him a son, the baron mysteriously

dies, leaving her toddler heir to his estate. The king grants Summer one month to find and marry a

man of her choice. But Summer would never consider marrying any relative of her late husband,

especially not his domineering nephew.Sir Warren Mowbray returns from battle to find his uncle has

died and with him went the man's promise that Warren would inherit his holdings. Now, to add insult

to injury, the king has assigned him as the widow's guardian and advisor while she chooses a

husband. Once he arrives at the castle, he discovers Summer is a beautiful, smart, determined

woman but with a mind of her own. He plans to woo her, but she wants nothing to do with him. He

also has his suspicions that the hated baron might have been murdered - and Summer is the main

suspect.Can a strong, determined woman and a controlling warrior find love between them or will

they destroy each other first?Watch for Autumn's Touch - Book 3, and Winter's Flame - Book 4. And

if you haven't already read it, be sure to read Highland Spring - Book 1 as well!
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I started with The Legendary Bastards of the Crown Series then HAD to follow with Highland Spring.

I so enjoyed all 5 of those books. After Highland Spring, I just didn't think the other sisters in the

series would be as interesting as Spring's story but I was so wrong. Summer's story was another

great book. I so enjoyed it. As usual Ms Rose keeps us posted on how all the prior characters are

doing and what's happening in their lives. You will never get bored just want to read more.I am so

looking forward to Autumn's story, Autumn's Touch due out in Sept.

Wow,summer and Sir Warren defied all odds and came out together in the end. The life Summer

had to endure while being married to Warren' s uncle was horrendous. I can't wait to see what

surprises await in the next book in the series.

Engaging story line with a mystery thrown in to make it more interesting. A few amusing scenes and

scenarios help to make the reader turn the pages. I wasn't sure if I liked the hero or Summer at

times, but they grew on me as the story progressed. Some of the back stories (mainly about the

triplets) were a tad repetitive, especially if you have read any of the previous books.

Summer's Reign is a historical romance, circa 1300's, in which a young widow convinces King

Edward to give her 1 month to choose her own noble husband as her first had been exceptionally

cruel. If she does not choose one at month's end, he will choose one for her. This is the tale of her

search for a noble husband she can love...

All of Elizabeth Rose's books are so great i read them m a day!!! I could hardly wait for Summer's

book! It was a wonderful story and kept me on the edge till the end!

I have not read an "enjoyable" book in over 30 years! This was my first pick. I enjoyed immensely!!

Couldn't put it down!!

I have read both books in this series and look forward to the third. I found these doors very hard to

put down.



I loved the book and like all of the families in the book. I really enjoy her books. Hoping to read more

soon.
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